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Abstract 

This project depicts recognition of Human activities using data generated from user’s 

Smart phone. We have used data available at University of California Machine Learning 

repository to recognize six human activities. These activities are Standing, Sitting, 

Laying, Walking, Walking upstairs and Walking downstairs. Data is collected from 

embedded accelerometer, gyroscope and other sensors of Samsung Galaxy S II Smart 

phone. Data is randomly divided into 7:3 ratios to form training and testing data set 

respectively. Dimensionality reduction is done using Principal Component Analysis 

technique. Activity classification is done using Machine Learning models namely 

Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Artificial Neural Network and K-Nearest 

Neighbour. We have compared accuracy and performance of these models using 

confusion matrix and random simulation. 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Research in Human Activity Recognition is in massive demand due to its applications in 

Health care domain, Computer Vision, Household safety and Robot Learning [1]. A huge 

amount of money can be saved if sensors collect and monitor data of patients. System can 

automatically send reports to doctor in case of any abnormal behaviour. 

We have used sensors of low cost Smartphones to identify human activities. Extensive 

growth in popularity, accessibility and computation power of smartphones makes it ideal 

candidate for non-invasive body attached sensor [2]. 

Smartphones have become irreplaceable part of human life. People carry Smartphones 

throughout the day. This enables smartphone sensors to collect data and hence lets system 

to detect human activity. 

Human Activity Recognition (HAR) aims to identify the actions carried out by a person 

given a set of observations of him/her and the surrounding environment. Recognition can 

be accomplished by exploiting the information retrieved from various sources such as  

environmental or body-worn sensors. Our Aim is to classify the given activities in the 

form of a dataset into six labels namely sitting, standing, walking, climbing up, climbing 

down and laying. We present analysis of method for classifying activities, such as 

walking up stairs or standing, using data from a gyroscope and accelerometer. Analysis is 

informed by a visualization of the data. We analyse the differences in error rates between 

different methods. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Identifying human activities from Smartphone dataset has proved to be complex task due 

to large dimensions of dataset. Various Machine learning techniques have been used 

previously to identify human activities. We have proposed a system that reduces 

dimensions of Smartphone dataset and uses Machine learning algorithms in an optimised 

manner to produce efficient result. 

 

1.3 Objectives 

a. To clean the given dataset. 

b. To study the dataset and reduce its dimensions using PCA. 

c. To identify suitable machine learning algorithm to analyse given dataset. 

d. To analyse the performance of different Machine Learning algorithms using 

following process-   

o Apply Machine learning algorithms to the cleaned dataset and 

generate the confusion matrix. 

o Calculate error rate from the confusion matrix. 

o Calculate time taken to train the model. 

o Compare error rate of different Machine Learning algorithms. 

o Compare time taken by different Machine Learning algorithms. 
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1.4 Methodology  

We have collected data from University of California Machine Learning repository [3]. 

Data is imported, cleaned and normalized. In order to increase correctness and 

performance of our system we have reduced dimensions of our original dataset using 

Principal Component Analysis(PCA) technique. Reduced data is then processed through 

various supervised Machine Learning algorithms like Random Forest, Support Vector 

Machine, Artificial Neural Network and K-Nearest Neighbour to classify data into six 

categories namely Sitting, Standing, Laying, Walking, Walking Upstairs and Walking 

Downstairs. Correctness of the system is determined by generating confusion matrix and 

by random simulations. 

 

1.5 Organisation 

Chapter 2 describes previous works associated with our work. Methodology and System 

Design have been described in Chapter 3. Performance of different Machine Learning 

Algorithms have been compared in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 deduces conclusion from the 

analysis performed. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

2.1 Human Activity Recognition 

The objective of Human activity recognition is to detect the actions performed by a 

person from a given set of the data about him/her and his surrounding environment. A lot 

of research is being done in the field of Human activity recognition which human 

behaviour is interpreted by deducing features derived from movement, place, 

physiological signals and information from environment etc... Environmental and sensors 

which are worn by the person generates the information which is used to interpret the 

activity. Good precision can be obtained from sensors which are worn in waist, wrist, 

chest and thighs. But these sensors are quite uncomfortable and cannot provide long term 

solutions. [22] 

 

Figure 1: HAR development Process 

Smartphones have brought up huge research opportunities in human-centred applications. 

The latest smartphones came with various embedded sensors like microphones, cameras, 

accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc. These commonly available devices provide automatic 

and unobstructed monitoring of daily life activities apart from telephony services. [1] 

HAR is part of a much larger concept known as context-aware computing or ubiquitous 
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computing. Ubiquitous computing does its job in the same way as HAR, which is by 

collecting data from users and assisting them.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Protocol of activities for the HAR Experiment 

HAR has wide use in the field of nursing, military, entertainment and daily life. For 

example, HAR can be used to assist a soldier with their action reports, to report an 

abnormality of a person to the hospital staff etc. Integrated motion sensors are being used 

to provide valuable data to the athletes, which in turn will help them to improve their 

performance. Clearly HAR is becoming an integral part of our daily life. 

HAR using smartphones has many advantages like device portability, comfort and 

unobstructed sensing. The drawback of this approach it consumes and share services with 

other applications on the phones which may become a problem for devices with low 

resources. 

2.2 Sensors used  

2.2.1 Accelerometer 

An accelerometer is a device which is used for measuring static or dynamic acceleration 

forces. We can find out the angle by which the device is tilted by determining the static 

acceleration due to gravity. And we can sense the direction of movement by measuring 

the dynamic acceleration. Accelerometer may work on the piezoelectric effect or by 
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sensing the changes in capacitance. Other less used methods use piezoresitive effect, hot 

air bubbles, and light. Piezoelectric accelerometers have microscopic crystals which 

generates voltage when they are under acceleration. [24] 

Accelerometer in smartphone contains seismic mass circuit which is made of silicon.  The 

mass changes its orientation according to the orientation of the device. 

2.2.2 Gyroscope 

Gyroscopes are small and cheap devices which are used for the measurement of rotational 

motion that is angular velocity. Degrees per second (°/s) or revolutions per second (RPS) 

are the units of angular velocity. [25] 

 

Figure 3: Axis of angular rotation for gyroscopes 

A triple axis MEMS gyroscope can measure rotation in 3 axes: x, y, and z. gyroscopes 

with single or dual axis are becoming less popular as the triple axis gyroscopes have 

become cheaper and small. Very low-current electrical signals are produced, which are 

later amplified, when the resonating mass in gyroscope changes its position due to 

rotational motion. MEMS gyroscopes operate in mA or sometimes micro-ampere range. 

[25] 

2.3 Wearable sensor placement 

The placement of wearable sensors defines how and where different sensors are attached. 

It has a direct effect on the observations taken for a person. The ideal positioning of 
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sensors is still a topic of debate.  Sensors can be attached to different parts of the body but 

sternum, lower back and waist are most common locations. Closer the placement of 

sensors to the centre of mass, the better is the representation of movements. The main 

motive of researchers is to minimise the number of sensors attached to the body, finding 

an optimum position and to maintain a fairly high accuracy rate of recognition. 

Cleland et al. [30] placed 6 sensors on chest, hip, wrist, thigh, foot and lower back to 

determine which location is best suited to collect more accurate data for recognition. They 

found that placing sensor on the hip represents the activities more accurately. 

Chamroukhi et al. [31] has deduced from their research that the accuracy of recognition 

can be greatly increased by placing accelerometers on both upper and lower parts. He also 

found that a system of 3 sensors located on chest, thigh and ankle gave least error rate. 

Also different experiments have shown that the accuracy of recognition increases with the 

number of sensors attached to a person. 

2.4 Signal processing 

Tri-axial linear acceleration and angular velocity were captured by the accelerometer and 

gyro of smartphone at 50Hz sampling rate.  To reduce noise the signals were passed 

through median filter and butter-worth filter with 20Hz cut-off frequency which is 

appropriate as 99% of the energy is limited to 15Hz. The captured signals have two 

components generated by the body and gravity. The gravitational component has 0.3 Hz 

corner frequency which was calculated by earlier experiments. [22] 

2.5 Pre-processing 

Data pre-processing is inseparable part of data mining. The objective of pre-processing is 

to filter data, to replace the corrupted values and to extract or select features. In window 

technique the sensor signals are segmented into small time segments. It is used for feature 

extraction. After this, on each distinct window, segmentation and classification algorithm 

is applied. There are 3 types of windowing techniques: (a) sliding (b) event-defined (c) 

activity-defined. The most useful technique is sliding window for real-time applications 

[29]. 
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2.6 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

When a dataset has a huge number of attributes, we may face following situations-  

-Many variables could be discovered which are interrelated. 

-If we decide to run a model on whole data it would lead to high error rate. 

- We may start to device new method to extract some important attributes.  

We have used Principal Component Analysis to reduce the number of features in our 

dataset. The principal component analysis (PCA) is designed to reduce the dimensionality 

of a large data set containing a huge number of interrelated variables and retain as much 

as possible of the variation present in the data set [26]. Principal component analysis 

works by converting the variables in the given dataset to a new set of variables, the 

principal components (PCs). The Principal Components are uncorrelated and are ordered 

in terms of the variation present in all of the original variables. In this ordered set of 

principal components, the first few components contain most of the variation which was 

present in original dataset [26]. This behavior is shown due to Eigen value decomposition 

of data co-variance [27] [28].  

2.7 Machine learning algorithms 

Different supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised algorithms can be used to solve 

the problem of real-time recognition. Different algorithm had proved themselves useful in 

different applications, which is why there is no clear distinction on which algorithm is 

more appropriate than others. The energy and memory consumption and complexity of 

the problem varies and form a set of conditions which decide which algorithm is more 

suitable for a particular problem. [23] 

2.7.1 Random forests 

Random Forest are an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other 

tasks [33]. It works by constructing many decision trees at training time and outputs the 

class that is the mean prediction of decision trees. Random forest prevents over fitting of 
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data [32]. Combination of bagging method and randomisation improves the performance 

of algorithm. 

It is observed that larger the labelled data the more accurate the algorithm works. In [34], 

Random forest outpaced SVM and Naïve Bayes in classifying movement of body in cars, 

trains and walking. [29] 

2.7.2 K-Nearest Neighbour 

KNN is an instance based classifier. It operates on the principal that classification of 

unknown instances can be done by relating the unknown instance to known instance on 

basis of some function [35,36]. This function is similarity or distance function. Foerster et 

al. [37] were the first to use the k-NN algorithm to classify 9 activities. 

2.7.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Support Vector Machines are based on decision hyperplanes that define decision 

boundaries. A decision plane separates two set of objects having different class 

membership. Support Vector Machine aims to maximize decision boundary between 

hyperplanes. Krause et al. [38] found that frequency domain features provided better 

results than the time domain features with the use of SVM to classify 8 activities. [29] 

2.7.4 Artificial Neural Networks 

An artificial neural network mimics the working of neurons in a biological brain. It 

derives the relationship between the input signals and output signals. [39] The most 

common method to train data is Back-propagation method. In this method error at the 

output is determined and then it is propagated back into the network. 
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Chapter 3 System Development 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will describe step by step process used to design our system. The 

Machine learning problem we are dealing with falls in category of classification 

problems. We have used R Studio version 3.2.5 on windows 10 platform to carry out 

entire experimentation. 

Figure 4: Flow of System Design of Human Activity Recognition 

 

3.1 Importing and Cleaning Data 

Data was collected from experimentation carried out by group of 30 volunteers. Each 

person was supposed to perform six activities (Walking, walk up, walk down, Laying, 

Standing and Sitting). They had used embedded sensors of Samsung Galaxy SII 

Smartphone to collect data. Dataset was loaded into R studio as comma separated file. 

Imported dataset had 586 features. 

The following states original features of dataset. 

The dataset contains: 

* A 561-feature vector with time and frequency domain variables.  

* Its activity label.  

* An identifier of the subject who carried out the experiment. 
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Feature names were modified and were used as headers. Missing data and NA values 

were imputed using mean for that particular feature. 

Data was normalized using the following formula: 

sd

xxi
zi


  

Where xi is the an instance of data,  is mean of that feature column and sd is standard 

deviation of that feature column 

 

x
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Figure 5: Snapshot of cleaned Dataset 
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3.2 Random Simulation 

Random Simulation is used to test accuracy of predictive models and prevent overfitting 

and underfitting of data. The technique involves randomly dividing the dataset into 

training and testing set in the ratio 7:3. The whole simulation is repeated 50 times to 

improve accuracy of model as per the statistical Central limit theorem [10] [11]. Testing 

dataset provides us with approximation of real time data and provides us with a 

mechanism to test stability of our model in real life scenario. 

 

3.3 Dimensionality Reduction 

We have used Principal Component Analysis to reduce the number of features in our 

dataset. The principal component analysis (PCA) is designed to reduce the dimensionality 

of a large data set containing a huge number of interrelated variables and retain as much 

as possible of the variation present in the data set [41]. Principal component analysis 

works by converting the variables in the given dataset to a new set of variables, the 

principal components (PCs). The Principal Components are uncorrelated and are ordered 

in terms of the variation present in all of the original variables. In this ordered set of 

principal components, the first few components contain most of the variation which was 

present in original dataset [41]. This behaviour is shown due to Eigen value 

decomposition of data co-variance [11] [12]. The following figure shows this 

transformation. 
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          Graph 1: Proportions of Variances wrt Principal Component 

 

 

Graph 2: Cumulative Proportions of Variances 

It is observed from the figure that first 100 Principal Components account for more than 

95% of the variance in dataset, so we choose only first 100 components and disregard 
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other components. The changes were made in training dataset and exact transformation 

was applied to testing dataset. 

 

3.4 Random Forest 

Random Forest are an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other 

tasks [14]. It works by constructing many decision trees at training time and outputs the 

class that is the mean prediction of decision trees. Random forest prevents over fitting of 

data [13]. In R programming environment, 500 decision trees are constructed by default. 

By our experimentation, we had observed that there was no need for constructing 500 

decision trees. Our model will work in the same way and will produce the same results if 

we had constructed only 80 trees as shown in the figure below. 

 

 

                        Graph 3: Error rate measurements w.r.t to Number of Trees 

 

Above figure shows that error rate is constant after construction of 80 trees, so we need 

only 80 decision trees. 
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                        Figure 6: A sample tree of the forest constructed 
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3.5 K-Nearest Neighbour(KNN) 

KNN is an instance based classifier. It operates on the principal that classification of 

unknown instances can be done by relating the unknown instance to known instance on 

basis of some function [15,16]. This function is similarity or distance function. 

We have used Euclidean distance function to approximate our learning function. We had 

determined value of K by plotting graph of error rate vs K value as shown in figure 

below. 

 

                           Graph 4: Variation of error rate w.r.t value of K 

From the figure we had found that error rate decreases from K=40 to K=65 and reaches 

minima at K=65. 
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3.6 Support Vector Machine 

Support Vector Machines are based on decision hyperplanes that define decision 

boundaries. A decision plane separates two set of objects having different class 

membership. Support Vector Machine aims to maximize decision boundary between 

hyperplanes. We had used “e1071” SVM library in R to train our dataset [17]. SVM 

algorithm takes kernel type, cost and gamma as parameters. We had chosen 

Gaussian(radical) kernel as similarity function. 

Value of cost is kept 1 as it makes regularization term constant and prevents overfitting of 

data [18]. Value of gamma determines shape of vector hyperplane. It is kept as 0.013758, 

as value of gamma is equal to 1/ (number of features). 

3.7 Artificial Neural Network 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models the relationship between a set of input signals 

and an output signal using a model derived from our understanding of how a biological 

brain reacts to stimuli from inputs [40]. We have used nnet package to train our dataset, 

which is used for feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden layer [20]. The nnet 

package trains the artificial neural network using backpropagation method. In this method 

error at the output is determined and then it is propagated back into the network. To 

minimize the error resulting from each neuron, the weights are updated [21]. The Linout 

parameter was set False by default as we are dealing with a classification problem [19]. 
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Graph 5: Variation of error rate w.r.t number of nodes in hidden layer 

From the above figure it is observed that error rate is minimum is at number of nodes in 

hidden layer equal to 6. Therefore, we have assigned value of size parameter as 6. 

 

3.8 Prediction of Testing Dataset 

After calculating Principal Components of training set, we need to predict testing data 

using these Principal Components. This appears to be very simple but, we need to 

understand few points here:  

1. Applying PCA to whole data at once will “leak” features of training dataset into testing 

dataset and will have an effect on prediction ability of our model [12]. 

2. Applying PCA on testing and training dataset separately will result in vectors that have 

different direction. Hence, will give inappropriate results [12]. 

So, what do we do now? 

We will apply transformation to the testing set in the same direction as training set along 

with same center and scaling feature. 
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Chapter 4 Performance Analysis 

In this section we have compared performance of different machine learning models 

based on confusion matrix and time taken to train the model. Time taken to train the 

model is calculated by taking mean of 30 simulations. 

 

4.1 Random Forest 

        

            Table 1: Confusion matrix of data tested with Random Forest Model 

Result/references Laying  Sitting Standing Walk Walk up Walkdown 

Laying 420 0 0 0 0 0 

Sitting 14 326 52 0 0 0 

Standing 0 35 373 0 0 0 

Walk 0 0 0 368 3 2 

Walk up 0 0 0 2 284 6 

Walkdown 0 0 0 7 17 297 

From the confusion matrix it is observed that percentage error rate is 6.25% and 

percentage success rate is 93.75%. 

Time taken to train the model is 10.56 seconds. 
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                 Graph 6: Variation of success rate in Random Forest Model 

From the above figure, it is observed that there is no variation in success rate of Random 

Forest Model.  
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4.2 K-Nearest Neighbour 

            Table 2: Confusion matrix of data tested with K Nearest Neighbour Model 

Result/references Laying  Sitting Standing Walk Walk up Walkdown 

Laying 421 4 0 0 0 0 

Sitting 1 269 23 0 0 0 

Standing 10 104 407 0 0 0 

Walk 0 0 0 365 17 8 

Walk up 0 0 0 7 259 5 

Walkdown 2 0 0 1 16 287 

From the confusion matrix it is observed that percentage error is 8.98 % and percentage 

success rate is 91.02%. 

Time taken to train the model is 2.7 seconds. 

 

Graph 7: Variation of success rate in K Nearest Neighbour 
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From the above figure, it is observed that success rate of K nearest neighbour varies from 

91.5% to 89.7%. 

 

4.3 Support Vector Machine 

         Table 3: Confusion matrix of data tested with Support Vector Machine Model 

Result/references Laying  Sitting Standing Walk Walk up Walkdown 

Laying 429 0 0 0 5 0 

Sitting 0 333 42 0 2 0 

Standing 0 35 393 0 2 0 

Walk 0 0 0 362 11 0 

Walk up 0 0 0 0 292 0 

Walkdown 0 0 0 0 5 295 

 

From the confusion matrix it is observed that percentage error is 4.63 % and percentage 

success rate is 95.37% 

Time taken to train the model is 12.9 seconds. 
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                Graph 8 Variation of success rate in Support Vector Machine 

From the above figure, it is observed that success rate of support vector machine varies 

from 94.5% to 96.4%. 

 

4.4 Artificial Neural Network 

           Table 4: Confusion matrix of data tested with Artificial Neural Network 

Result/references Laying  Sitting Standing Walk Walk up Walkdown 

Laying 432 0 2 0 0 0 

Sitting 8 318 50 1 0 0 

Standing 1 48 374 3 0 4 

Walk 0 0 0 361 3 9 

Walk up 0 1 0 4 279 8 

Walkdown 0 0 0 2 5 293 
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From the confusion matrix it is observed that percentage error is 6.76 % and percentage 

success rate is 93.24% 

Time taken to train the model is 5.2 seconds. 

 

              Graph 9: Variation of success rate in Artificial Neural Network 

From the above figure, it is observed that success rate of artificial neural network varies 

from 93.5% to 89.6%. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

We had studied the Human Activity Recognition dataset and had learned Machine 

Learning Algorithms Namely Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbour, Support Vector 

Machine and Artificial Neural Networks. We had reduced dimensions of our dataset from 

586 features to 100 features by applying Principal Component Analysis. We had 

performed Data Analysis and found that Support Vector Machine had greatest efficiency 

(95.37%) in predicting Human Activities. SVM is most efficient because we have used 

Gaussian kernel in reduced dataset. Least time to train the machine learning model was 

taken by K-Nearest Neighbour (2.7 seconds) because it is least complex and it uses 

Euclidian distance function. Maximum time to train the model was taken by Support 

Vector Machine (12.9 seconds). 

 

 Future Aspects: The model developed can be used to predict Human Activity on real 

time basis. An application on Android Platform can be used to convey measurements 

and run the model on those measurements. This application has aspects in monitoring 

health and performance of athletes etc. 

 

 Innovative Idea: We have found that processing data through PCA (Principal 

Component Analysis) resulted in optimised model creation which led to improvement 

in performance. 
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Appendix 

Code 1 

load("C:/Users/user/Downloads/samsungData.rda") 

names(samsungData) 

table(is.na(samsungData)) ## no NAs 

table(samsungData$subject) 

nameVec <- make.names(names(samsungData),unique=TRUE) 

names(samsungData) <- nameVec 

set.seed(123) 

smp_size <- floor(0.70 * nrow(samsungData)) 

train_ind <- sample(seq_len(nrow(samsungData)), size = smp_size) 

train <- samsungData[train_ind, ] 

test <- samsungData[-train_ind, ] 

par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 

plot(train[,1],train[,2], col=factor(train$activity),pch=19, cex=0.5) 

plot(train[,2],train[,3], col=factor(train$activity),pch=19, cex=0.5) 

legend("bottomleft",legend=unique(factor(train$activity)), 

col=unique(factor(train$activity)), pch=19, cex=0.8) 

pc <- prcomp(train[,-563], center=TRUE, scale=TRUE) 

train.data<-data.frame(activity=train$activity,pc$x) 

train.data<-train.data[,1:100] 

## Construction of Tree 

library(tree) 

train.tree <- tree(factor(activity)~.,data=train.data) 
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par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

plot(train.tree) 

 

 

#Random Forest Constrcution 

library(randomForest) 

train.rf <- randomForest(factor(activity) ~., data=train.data, prox=TRUE, ntree=100) 

train.rf$confusion 

text(train.tree, cex=0.5) 

 

#Transformation of testing data according to Principal Component values 

test.data<-predict(pc,newdata=test) 

test.data<-as.data.frame(test.data) 

test.data<-test.data[,1:100] 

result <-predict(train.rf,test.data) 

 

test.data$activity=test$activity 

references<-test.data$activity 

 

table(references,result) 
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Code 2 

load("C:/Users/user/Downloads/samsungData.rda") 

g=c() 

ti=c() 

for(i in 1:15){ 

nameVec <- make.names(names(samsungData),unique=TRUE) 

names(samsungData) <- nameVec 

 

  set.seed(123+10*i+100*i) 

smp_size <- floor(0.70 * nrow(samsungData)) 

train_ind <- sample(seq_len(nrow(samsungData)), size = smp_size) 

train <- samsungData[train_ind, ] 

test <- samsungData[-train_ind, ] 

 

pc <- prcomp(train[,-563], center=TRUE, scale=TRUE) 

 

train.data<-data.frame(activity=train$activity,pc$x) 

train.data<-train.data[,1:80] 

library("nnet") 

a<-Sys.time() 

nmodel<-nnet(activity~.,data=train.data,size=7) 

b<-Sys.time() 

ti<-c(ti,b-a) 

test.data<-predict(pc,newdata=test) 

test.data<-as.data.frame(test.data) 
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test.data<-test.data[,1:80] 

result<-predict(nmodel,test.data,type="class") 

 

test.data$activity=test$activity 

references<-test.data$activity 

 

t<-table(references,result) 

g<-c(g,(t[1,1]+t[2,2]+t[3,3]+t[4,4]+t[5,5]+t[6,6])/sum(t)) 

} 

g<-g*100 

plot(g,type = "l",col="red",y="succcess rate",main="variation of success rate") 

gv<- var(g) 

#mean time taken is 5.2 sec for training the model 

#variance in success rate is 0.000149 approx 

 

Code 3 

load("C:/Users/user/Downloads/samsungData.rda") 

nameVec <- make.names(names(samsungData),unique=TRUE) 

names(samsungData) <- nameVec 

g=c() 

ti=c() 

for(i in 1:15){ 

  set.seed(123+10*i+100*i) 

smp_size <- floor(0.70 * nrow(samsungData)) 

train_ind <- sample(seq_len(nrow(samsungData)), size = smp_size) 

train <- samsungData[train_ind, ] 

test <- samsungData[-train_ind, ] 

pc <- prcomp(train[,-563], center=TRUE, scale=TRUE) 

train.data<-data.frame(activity=train$activity,pc$x) 
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train.data<-train.data[,1:80] 

library("e1071") 

a<-Sys.time() 

svm_model <- svm(activity ~ ., data=train.data) 

b<-Sys.time() 

ti<-c(ti,b-a) 

test.data<-predict(pc,newdata=test) 

test.data<-as.data.frame(test.data) 

test.data<-test.data[,1:80] 

result<-predict(svm_model,test.data,type="class") 

test.data$activity=test$activity 

references<-test.data$activity 

t<-table(references,result) 

aa<-t[1,1]+t[2,2]+t[3,3]+t[4,4]+t[5,5]+t[6,6] 

g<-c(g,aa/sum(t)*100) 

} 

plot(g,type = "l",col="red") 

vg<-var(g) 

#mean time taken is 12.9 sec for training the model 

#variance in success rate is 0.21 approx 

 

Code 4 

load("C:/Users/user/Downloads/samsungData.rda") 

nameVec <- make.names(names(samsungData),unique=TRUE) 

names(samsungData) <- nameVec 

x=c() 

y=c() 

ti=c() 

for(i in 1:15){ 
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  smp_size <- floor(0.70 * nrow(samsungData)) 

  train_ind <- sample(seq_len(nrow(samsungData)), size = smp_size) 

  train <- samsungData[train_ind, ] 

  test <- samsungData[-train_ind, ] 

  pc <- prcomp(train[,-563], center=TRUE, scale=TRUE) 

  train.data<-data.frame(activity=train$activity,pc$x) 

  train.data<-train.data[,1:80] 

  test.data<-predict(pc,newdata=test) 

  test.data<-as.data.frame(test.data) 

  test.data<-test.data[,1:80] 

   

  library("class") 

  a<-Sys.time() 

  kmodel <- knn(train = train.data[,-1], test = test.data[,-80],cl = train.data$activity, 

k=20+5*i) 

  b<-Sys.time() 

  

  t<-table(kmodel,test$activity) 

 

  aa<-t[1,1]+t[2,2]+t[3,3]+t[4,4]+t[5,5]+t[6,6] 

  x<-c(x,30+5*i) 

  y<-c(y,1-aa/sum(t)) 

ti<-c(ti,b-a) 

} 

plot(g,type="l",col="red",ylab="succcess rate",main="variation of success rate") 

gv<-var(g) 

#mean time taken is 2.737 sec for training the model 

#variance in success rate is 0.0000318 approx 
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